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Overall
IT solutions

‘We bring together
all our expertise in
software, hardware,
processes and
services to deliver
custom solutions.’
Herbert Stöger
Managing director of x-tention
Informationstechnologie GmbH

Our expertise: Ideal solutions
for your application needs
The x-tention group provides its own integrated solutions for digital data exchange. We offer various consulting services, system integration, software development and implementation, and the operation of data centres and applications.
We have been supporting our customers on their own digitalization journeys for
over 20 years. From consulting and software development to implementation
and operation, we’re there to support all processes, advising our customers
during every phase of developing their IT infrastructure.

Our USP: We are a one-stop shop
The x-tention team develops bespoke customer solutions, drawing on experience in healthcare and social services and a comprehensive range of products
and services. ‘We bring together all our expertise in software, hardware, processes and services to deliver custom solutions,’ says managing director and
company founder Herbert Stöger, describing the group’s USP.

About the x-tention group
We provide individual software and service solutions for healthcare and industry.
Our international companies draw on a comprehensive portfolio of services that

Our maxim: IT with care
x-tention harmonizes and integrates different IT systems in healthcare and

cover consulting, software, implementation and operations.

industry, enabling our customers to focus fully on their core business. x-tention

The x-tention group of companies includes x-tention Informationstechnologie

all the way through to IT operation. ‘Our customers and partners – and their

GmbH, soffico GmbH, InterComponentWare AG, FAKTOR D consulting GmbH,

goals – are at the forefront of everything we do. They benefit from the quality of

it for industries GmbH and Cloud21 Inc. At the locations in Austria, Germany,

our software, our services and our customer support. Every day we live accord-

Switzerland, Great Britain and the USA, more than 500 qualified employees sup-

ing to our maxim, “IT with care”,’ says director Wolfgang Pramendorfer, explaining

port more than 1.000 satisfied customers worldwide.

the company’s strategy.

is a byword for custom service offerings from IT planning and software solutions

Our expansion

Over
1.000 customers
worldwide

Stable, international and
cross-sector growth

More than
500 employees

x-tention is a successful IT company that has continued to grow and expand
since it was founded in 2001. Initially there were only seven members in the

20 years of
experience

team headed by managing director Herbert Stöger. With specialized services
and continuously growing expertise in healthcare and social services, x-tention
established itself as one of the market leaders for medical data exchange.
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Our portfolio covers four
core areas: consulting, software,
implementation and operation

Consulting

Software

Implementation

Operation

We support you in your IT projects as an independent

We develop and market powerful off-the-shelf products

We guide your implementation project to success. Our ex-

We take care of your IT operation professionally and securely,

consultant with many years of experience. We use our

and custom software solutions for your application needs.

perts enable you to implement new solutions and interfac-

around the clock. Our experts control your applications, are the

expertise to help you refine your IT strategies and digital

Our cross-sector solutions enable swift integration, high

es in all common IT structures.

first point of contact for queries and are on hand as reliable

processes, making them more efficient. In addition, our ex-

scalability, security and innovation.

perts offer a wide range of services in information security
and data protection.

service partners during ongoing operation.

International x-tention locations
Swiss subsidiaries in Bern and Zurich, and German ones in Augsburg and Berlin join the head office
in Wels in strengthening x-tention’s presence on the eHealth market in the DACH region. Further
international locations are in Bournemouth and Kings Hill, UK, where x-tention UK and Cloud21 are
based.

x-tention
IT with care.

Managing director of x-tention Germany:

Managing director of x-tention Switzerland:

Managing director of x-tention UK:

Bernhard Kronsteiner

Thomas Bähler

Benedikt Aichinger

x-tention Informationstechnologie GmbH

x-tention Informationstechnologie AG

x-tention Limited
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Managing directors,
x-tention Austria:
Herbert Stöger
Wolfgang Pramendorfer

Cloud21
Delivering the potential of digital.

Address in Austria:

Herbert Stöger founded x-tention, with headquarters in Wels, Austria, in 2001.

x-tention

The company positioned itself as one of the leading IT service providers in the

Informationstechnologie GmbH
Römerstrasse 80A
4600 Wels
Austria
Phone: +43 7242 2155
Email: office@x-tention.at

x-tention
Informationstechnologie GmbH

healthcare sector by acquiring specialized partners from software development
and IT consulting. In addition to Wels and Vienna, x-tention has other Austrian

Working almost exclusively in the healthcare sector for over 10 years Cloud21
has developed informatics and digital transformation strategies, built business

branches in Graz, St Peter in der Au, Salzburg and Klagenfurt.

cases, advised on policies, delivered cyber security services, provided imple-

Its own portfolio focuses on individual services for hospitals, health insurance

£1b, 10-hospital programmes. These services have been provided across the

companies, service providers and patients. x-tention helps its customers to develop digitalization strategies, implements and operates its own IT solutions and
supports customers with expert consulting.

mentation teams and managed delivery from small upgrades of systems to a
health and care system in the UK and internationally. Cloud21 has developed
an extensive portfolio of services and solutions in response to the needs of
our clients across the NHS, health and social care, local government, and

Leopold-Böhm-Strasse 12

education sectors. It is based on a combination of professional and managed

A530 – A536, 5. OG,

services, consulting, software and complex technological solutions.

Director: James Cooper

MGC Office Park 5
1030 Vienna
Austria
Telephone: +43 7242 2155
Email: office@x-tention.at

Cloud21 Limited
Suite 14, 40 Churchill Square Business Centre, Kings Hill, West Malling, ME19 4YU, United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 845 838 8694 | E-Mail: info@cloud21.net

Director: Michael Beckett

soffico

InterComponentWare

Become the conductor of your data.

Technology for health.

Managing directors:

Managing directors:

Harald Wenger

Herbert Stöger

Prof. Dr Bernd Hafenrichter

Dr Ralf Brandner

Thomas Müller

Address in Germany:

soffico started developing Orchestra software in 2007. The Orchestra communi-

soffico GmbH

The internationally experienced team at ICW has been successfully developing

cation server is not only used by big-name customers in business and industry

future-proof software solutions for IT-based collaboration between healthcare

but also in the healthcare sector. soffico has been part of the x-tention group since

professionals and their patients since 1998. In 2019, ICW became part of the

2016. Its headquarters in Augsburg are supported by branches in Berlin, Vienna

x-tention group, enjoying market success with the other companies.

Karl-Drais-Straße 4e
86159 Augsburg
Germany
Phone: +49 821 455 901 00
Email: info@soffico.de

and Bangkok.

ICW’s customers include innovative hospitals of various sizes and with various

By tailoring applications and IT systems to ensure a precise fit, Orchestra enables

operators, as well as international healthcare companies. At their headquarters

data to be exchanged in real time, thereby overcoming one of the fundamental

in Walldorf, software experts develop powerful and mutually compatible mod-

challenges of the digital transformation. The platform has many different applica-

ules that make up the Orchestra eHealth Suite. These enable medical data to be

tions, is user friendly and provides top-level data security. In addition, the solution

exchanged between service providers securely and efficiently and allow patients

is reliable and offers high scalability. With Orchestra software and the Orchestra

to become actively involved in the treatment process.

Academy, customers become the conductors of their data.

Address in Germany:
InterComponentWare GmbH
Altrottstrasse 31
69190 Walldorf
Germany
Phone: +49 6227 385 0
Email: info@icw.de

Address in the USA:
InterComponentWare Inc.
Four Tower Bridge
200 Barr Harbor Drive
Suite 400 West Conshohocken
PA 19428
USA
Phone: +1 650 281 2872
Email: info@icw-global.com

FAKTOR D consulting

it for industries

We multiply your business success.

wheel to succeed.

Managing director:

Managing director:

Dr Oliver Janzen

Thomas Morisak

Address in Germany:

FAKTOR D has been advising companies in healthcare and industry on their

Based in Wels, Austria, it for industries has been developing software solutions

Address in Austria:

FAKTOR D consulting GmbH

digital transformation since 2018, helping them build their capacity to innovate

for industrial SMEs for over 30 years. It has been part of the x-tention group

it for industries GmbH

and making them more agile. FAKTOR D consultants support their customers in

since 2018. The company advises customers on how to implement their digital-

further developing their IT and digital organizations so that digital transactions

ization projects and develop digital processes and business models. The it for

Phone: +49 821 455 902 100

can be realized as effectively as possible. As well as its headquarters in Augs-

industries experts create sustainable, scalable solutions using their expertise in

Email: info@xd-consulting.de

burg, FAKTOR D has locations in Berlin and Oberhausen. It was founded in 2018

technical implementation and essential process knowledge.

Karl-Drais-Straße 4e
86159 Augsburg
Germany

as a management consultancy within the x-tention group.

As a digitalization partner, it for industries helps customers to plan and design a

FAKTOR D focuses on the current major topics in IT-related management con-

digital roadmap. It then uses the roadmap to help define and implement meas-

sulting: digital and IT strategy, digitalization and digital transformation. FAKTOR

ures and projects, providing support in the form of software solutions.

D’s Digital Transformation Business Framework is a useful methodology that
enables you to approach and structure digitalization projects in an integrative
manner. Using this framework as a basis, our experienced consultants and project managers help customers develop the right IT strategy, plan its implementation and manage subsequent transformation programmes. The FAKTOR D team
is passionate about deciphering and solving complex issues, especially when it
comes to the human factor.

With its Digital Business Platform, it for industries creates a central IT ecosystem that links systems intelligently, mapping and automating processes from
beginning to end. The platform is used for setting up ERP systems, harmonizing
IT landscapes, implementing industry 4.0 scenarios and automating planning
processes by applying artificial intelligence.

Römerstrasse 80a
4600 Wels
Austria
Phone: +43 7242 2155
Email: office@itforindustries.at

Success stories
Let our customers speak for themselves.
We are proud of how the x-tention group supports internationally renowned players in
healthcare and industry, ensuring the success of their digitalization processes. Each company and sector has its own individual challenges and requirements, and all of them need
forward-thinking ideas. Our experience from numerous projects and long-standing business
relationships allows us to understand complex requirements and develop the ideal solution
for every objective.

Martin Litsch
Chairman of the board, German Federal Association of Public
Health Insurance Funds (AOK-Bundesverband)

‘In our opinion, connecting the various stakeholders in the healthcare
sector will have a positive effect on the care received by our members.
We have chosen the x-tention group as our partner for implementing
our digital health network and developing the electronic patient record – not least because of their many years of experience working on
national and international networking projects.’

Oliver Reinhard
Head of the Centre for Information and Medical Technology
(ZIM), Heidelberg University Hospital

‘When it comes to implementing our PEPA (personal, cross-institution
patient record), the x-tention group is our ideal partner for exchanging
treatment-related information between cooperating institutions at
Heidelberg University Hospital while involving the patient.’

Mag. Dietbert Timmerer
Managing director and director of administration
Wels-Grieskirchen Hospital

‘Wels-Grieskirchen Hospital has been a customer and partner from
the beginning. We value how x-tention works with us to develop our IT
solutions and then maintains and operates them securely. x-tention’s
sector expertise brings us continued benefits.’
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